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SECURE YOUR E-MAIL COMMUNICATION: EMAIL
CONTINUITY SERVICE EFFECTIVELY PROTECTS YOUR
EMAIL SYSTEM FROM DISRUPTIONS.
The breakdown of email systems can have adverse consequences: the loss of important messages, loss in productivity or, in the worst case, even bringing entire departments
to a standstill. Attacks, viruses and technical problems can
incapacitate your e-mail communication at any time. In
such emergencies, Email Continuity Service can be activated within a matter of seconds and can take over all of
your e-mail correspondence, allowing you to fully concentrate on restoring your email infrastructure.

A disruption in an email system, preventing the sending and
receiving of messages, is an IT administrator's worst nightmare. A
system crash creates a risky situation for any company -- both
the expense and the stress increase from one moment to the
next.
Free yourself from this burden with antispameurope: This Email
Continuity Service provides a second level of security for your email infrastructure. Our data processing centers are a reliable
stand-by system, always ready to take over your e-mail
communication in the event of an emergency. If your own e-mail
system breaks down or becomes overloaded, our service can be
started within seconds. This instant activation is fast and can be
launched either by Internet, by phone, or even automatically without any unnecessary delay.

Seamless access to all e-mails for a period of at least three
months bridges the gap from the time of the last backup. The
antispameurope EMail Continuity Service offers complete data
security around the clock - even in the case of a complete loss of
the company's IT system, such as due to fire or water damage.
Since no additional hardware or software has to be installed, you
can use Email Continuity Service without extra expenses.

CHARACTERISTICS AT A GLANCE
 Seamless access to all sent and received e-mails over a period
ranging from three months to ten years
(with Managed E-mail Archive Service)

All incoming and outgoing messages will immediately be received
and sent out by antispameurope's data processing centers,
equipped with multiple levels of security. You can send and
receive email messages, even outside your location or while
mobile. Employees, partners, and customers can communicate
without any interruption and won't even notice the switch.

 Data protection, even in the case of complete loss of the
company's IT system, e.g. due to fire
 No additional expenses for hardware, software or maintenance
 Immediate activation - either automatically, by Internet or
by phone
 Bridging the gap since the last backup (backup window)

Email administrators can completely focus on their own e-mail
system and resolve the problem without unnecessary time
pressure. Once your own system is running steadily again, it can
resume handling the email communication.
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